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Mayisha Ahsan

Simply the best



Kathleen Lee

Hardworking and passionate



Catherine Perry

Dedicated



Megha Krishnakumar

Radiant personality



Ayan Ali

Beautiful wise human



Paul Glynn

Kind funny wise human



Anji Mehta

Dedicated

She manages so many of us, and is always so 
diplomatic and balanced and handles all 
matters with a smile. She's a great champion 
of women and personally really inspires me. 



Carl-Ludwig Campbell

Pillar of Strength



Nyssa Lee-Woolf

An absolute treasure!



Amanda Gaddes

Motivator and Supportive and understanding



Mel Boucher

Pocket Rocket

Mel is my pocket rocket heroine. She carried 
Health and Safety throughout and after the 
pandemic. She, and her team were business 
critical to the LSE, to ensure our campus was 
safe and secure. 

She really cares about her team, she is loyal to 
the institution, and she (nearly) always has a 
smile to go with it. Clearly, no challenge is too 
great!



Jenny Stowar

A very safe pair of hands with a heart of gold.  



Helen Green

A most creative, quirky and reliable colleague. 



Neelam Talewar

Inspiring force of nature!



Astrid Soiza

Inspirational



Kate Smith-Crallan

Grounding



Dr. Anna Mahtani

Powerhouse



Jillian Terry

Dedicated and caring educator



Laura Boland

Awesome



Shuma Begum

Tireless

Shuma inspires everyone around her to be more 
conscientious and compassionate. She is at once 
incredibly hardworking and effective in her role, 
and a brilliant advocate for staff wellbeing. 

We are very lucky to have her as a colleague. 



Priyanka Kumar 

Leader and Phenomenal



Serena James

Super Serena and Leader



Adeola Akande Pierre-Noel

Full of light



Nicole Garnier

Tenacious



Ben Platt

Calm and collected

Sometimes in discussing the oppression of 
women, men are often painted as the enemy. Of 
course the attitudes and behaviours of some 
men are very problematic. That said, not all men 
are the problem and  we have some wonderful 
male colleagues.

I am very fortunate to work with Ben and Fergus 
who have been very supportive to me, the 
newbie in the office. Always kind, patient and 
good humoured, they are generous with their 
time and expertise. They have been -and are-
model colleagues! 



Fergus Deery

Calm and collected



Claire Tomlinson

The best!



Farhana Chowdhury 

Excellent support



Alessia Zaja

Excellent support



Imogen Withers

Inspirational leader



Ceri Jones

Career Champion



Lydia Hatton-Baldwin

Pure



Lucy Porter

Empowering and motivational



Jess Rowan

Bright star



Kathryn Goodfellow

Kindness in human form



Rachel McDermott

Animated and incredible



Joanne Hay

Unequivocally key to LSE!



Lubala Chibwe

Nothing short of a legend!



Sariththira Selvakumar

Supreme efficiency is your middle name!



LSE Power Steering 
Group

Power

I have been inspired from day one, when I was 
introduced to LSE Power as a member initially, as a 
steering group member afterwards and as a 
member again! What could one say for the current 
steering group's commitment to matters that 
matter! 

They are amazing delivering the agenda, engaging 
the community and keeping the spirits up! These 
people rock! and you all deserve this recognition!



Happy International 
Women’s Day 
Everyone!



International Women's Day 2023 campaign 
theme: #EmbraceEquity

For International Women's Day and beyond, let's all 
fully #EmbraceEquity.

• Equity isn't just a nice-to-have, it's a must-have.
• A focus on gender equity needs to be part of 

every society's DNA.
• And it's critical to understand the difference 

between equity and equality.

The aim of the IWD 
2023 #EmbraceEquity campaign theme is to get the 
world talking about Why equal opportunities aren't 
enough. People start from different places, so true 
inclusion and belonging require equitable action.


